Diabetes Eat Stop Silent Killer
quick reference guide - yes add yes yes yes no blood glucose-lowering therapies (type 2 diabetes) no how
to screen test result dysglycemia category fpg (mmol/l) no caloric intake for at least 8 hours 6.1 – 6.9 ifg the
2020 impact goal - american heart association - by 2020, to improve the cardiovascular health of all
americans by 20 percent while reducing deaths from cardiovascular diseases and stroke by 20 percent.
deborah tavares -- biography for con con - deborah tavares is a 3rd generation land developer of
residential construction and has been self‐employed in a family operated business for over 30 years. she
specialized in land feasibility studies, acquisitions and building permit processes, including required
environmental impact reports (eir), along with furnishing department of real estate (dre) subdivision
requirements recovering from heart surgery - newcastle hospitals - home - your heart your heart is a
pump made of muscle. it works non-stop throughout your life pumping blood around your body. your blood
picks up oxygen from the air you
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